
The current law requires couples to evidence the breakdown of their marriage/civil partnership by cing one of
five facts. This will be replaced by a statement of irretrievable breakdown with no addional evidence required.
The ability of a spouse to contest the divorce or dissoluon will also be removed unless for very specific reasons. 

Another key change is that a joint divorce or dissoluon applicaon can be made whereas under the current
rules, there needs to be an applicant and a respondent. Once an applicaon is submied, a 20 week “Period
of Reflecon” will begin. The Condional Order, the first stage of the divorce or dissoluon, cannot be applied
for unl the expiry of the 20 week period unless the Court uses its discreon to reduce this meframe. Sixfor unl the expiry of the 20 week period unless the Court uses its discreon to reduce this meframe. Six
weeks aer the Condional Order is granted, the Final Order can be applied for which, once obtained, will
legally end the marriage or civil partnership. 

Under the new rules, the Court are unlikely to grant the Final Order unl they are sasfied that no financial
provision needs to be made or that sasfactory financial arrangements have been made following the
breakdown of the relaonship. This affords the financially weaker party protecon from the marriage or civil
partnership ending with no financial assistance afforded for their needs. 

The benefits of the new system for many couples will be the fact that blame does not need to be aributedThe benefits of the new system for many couples will be the fact that blame does not need to be aributed
and neither do they need to have lived apart for a number of years before a divorce or dissoluon can be
obtained. This is going to help keep relaons as amicable as possible to assist with reaching a fair financial
arrangement and ensuring the best outcome for any children involved. Having the ability to make a joint
applicaon is also going to be welcome news for many.

If waing unl April 2022 to iniate the process and then waing a further 6 months once the process has
started is too long for you then the current law will work for you now. However, if you do decide to wait, youstarted is too long for you then the current law will work for you now. However, if you do decide to wait, you
could be using the me between now and April to get your financial maers resolved. If you would like further
informaon about this or for assistance with divorce, dissoluon, financial remedy or child arrangement
maers then please contact Sarah Pugh or Tracey Amos in the Family Team via email or by calling 01285 649782.

From the 6th April 2022 couples 
wanng to divorce or dissolve a 
civil partnership will be able to do 
so without aribung blame or 
living apart for a number of years.

No-Fault Divorce is
 available from April 2022.
Should you wait?


